This paper is the first in a series which study the closed braid representatives of an oriented link type 2? in oriented 3-space. A combinatorial symbol is introduced which determines an oriented spanning surface F for a representative L of 3?. The surface F is in a special position in 3-space relative to the braid axis A and the fibers in a fibration of the complement of A. The symbol simultaneously describes F as an embedded surface and L as a closed braid. Therefore it is both geometrically and algebraically meaningful. Using it, a complexity function is introduced. It is proved that 3* is described by at most finitely many combinatorial symbols, and thus by finitely many conjugacy classes in each braid group B n when the complexity is minimal.
1. Introduction. This paper is the first in a series of papers in which the authors study the closed braid representatives of oriented links in oriented 3-sρace. Our goal is to develop a "calculus" for links in S 3 . By this we mean a systematic procedure which begins with an arbitrary representative L of an arbitrary link type Jz? = [L], assigns to it an appropriate measure of complexity, detects when the complexity is not minimal and modifies L via a sequence of links of decreasing complexity to a canonical representative or a finite set of canonical representatives.
In this manuscript we will set up basic machinery which will be used throughout the series and will prove that our problem is solvable in the following sense: (i) we define an appropriate complexity function, and (ii) we prove that there are only finitely many conjugacy classes in Boo which represent a given link type and have minimum complexity. However, there is more to it than that. The complexity function which we define will be seen to be related to rich and interesting combinatorics. Our plan in subsequent papers is to put the combinatorics described here (possibly augmented by the addition of further structure) to work to detect when the complexity is non-minimal and to discover complexity-reducing changes in L. Additional results in the program which are complete at this writing are reported on in [B-M] (which presents an overview of the first six papers in the program) and [B-M, II] through [B-M, VI] , which treat various special aspects. Further work is planned.
To set the stage for our work, we go back to the beginnings of knot theory, at the end of the 19th century, when the Scottish physicist P. G. Tait initiated a major experimental investigation [Ta] of knots. Tait's plan was to describe knots by their diagrams, i.e. planar projections in which the singularities are at most a finite number of transverse double points, with overcrossings and undercrossings distinguished from one-another pictorially as one distinguishes them for highways on a map. Clearly each such diagram may also be described by a combinatorial symbol. For example, one might use the sequence of under and over-crossings encountered, in order, as one travels along the knot. The minimum number d{<2?) of crossing points for a given knot type J? is a knot type invariant; also there are at most finitely many distinct diagrams for each fixed crossing number. The plan was to assign a partial ordering to knot types via crossing number, and then to attempt to distinguish the various types as they first occur in the list by experimental techniques, hoping in this way to uncover the underlying principles which determine knotting.
Any knot which has a diagram with d crossings also has diagrams with d 1 crossings for every d! > d. This shows that the success of a program such as the one undertaken by Tait depends upon the discovery of a finite set of moves which will allow one to reduce the crossing number of a representative of S* to d{£?), without increasing it on the way. Tait and his coworkers failed to find such a set of moves, and their entire project was ultimately abandoned.
We propose to study knots and links by methods which have some resemblance to Tait's ideas, but which use a measure of complexity which is more meaningful both geometrically and algebraically than the crossing number. A link L in R 3 is represented as a closed nbraid if there is a line A (think of A as the z axis) in R 3 -L and a choice of a fibration H of the open cylinder R 3 -A by half-planes {(H^; θ E [0, 2π]}, such that every intersection of L with a fiber H# of H is transverse. See Figure la for an example. The integer n is the number of points in L Π H θ . It is independent of θ because intersections of L with H^ are transverse for every θ. It was proved by Alexander [Al] that every link type 3? may be represented (in many ways) as a closed «-braid, for some n. The choice of a braid axis places geometric structure on R 3 -A, in the form of the fibration H, and we will put that structure to use. In effect, the choice of an axis replaces the link type [L] by the collection of link types [L, A] , where A is an axis for an n-braid structure on L, for some integer n. The choice of A and an associated set of half-planes H θ is essentially a choice of a coordinate system in 3-space.
There is also algebraic structure associated to closed braid representations of knots and links. To explain it, we first pass to the related concept of an open «-braid, illustrated by an example in Figure lb Euler characteristic, among all oriented spanning surfaces. He shows that F may be put into a nice position relative to the fibers of H. He calls this modified surface F a "Markov surface" (relative to H) for L. The salient feature of his Markov surfaces is that there is a natural foliation of F by its arcs of intersection with fibers of H, and the combinatorics of that foliation are rich and interesting. As we will see, they contain not only a finite set of data which determines F as an embedded surface relative to H, even more they give instructions for the systematic simplification of F and/or H, changing the braid representation but preserving the Euler characteristic of F and the link type of L = d¥. Our basic idea is to put these combinatorics to work, in the service of the link problem. This approach of using spanning surfaces has been featured in a number of other studies concerning closed braids. For example, in [Mo3] spanning discs are used in the study of a special class of exchangable braids. Also, spanning surfaces were used in [R] .
Here is our approach to the link problem. We begin with an arbitrary representative of Sf. We add structure to this representative by choosing an axis A such that L is a closed braid representative of L with respect to A. The equivalence class [L, A] of the pair (L, A), under isotopy in 3-space then corresponds precisely to a conjugacy class of open braids in some braid group B n representing 3*. We then add still more structure, replacing the equivalence class [L, A] by an equivalence class [F, H] , where F is a surface of maximal Euler characteristic with L = d¥, also H is a fibration of R 3 -A, with A = dH θ . The equivalence relation on (F, H), which is described below, is chosen so that [F, H] also determines a unique conjugacy class in some B n . We prove in Theorem 1 that the surface F is determined, as an embedded surface relative to any convenient choice of H, by a finite set of combinatorial data. This data replaces Garside's unique representative of the conjugacy class by one which is geometrically more meaningful. The first result in this paper (Theorem 1 below) proves that for any choice of an axis A and a fibration H of M 3 -A we may construct F as an embedded surface, relative to H, from the combinatorial data.
We also introduce a complexity function on the collection {[F, H]} of all equivalence classes [F, H] associated to conjugacy classes of closed braids representing 3*. The complexity function is related to the combinatorial data. The "finiteness theorem" of the title (see Theorem 2 below) asserts that there are at most finitely many conjugacy classes of minimum complexity.
Our overall plan, for other papers in this series, is to use the combinatorics of the foliation and associated structures to find ways to reduce the complexity if it is non-minimal. Some of that work is complete at this writing, and we describe it.
In a subsequent paper in this series [B-M, III] we find the finitely many conjugacy classes predicted by Theorem 2 in the first non-trivial case, i.e. links of braid index 3. The picture there is beautifully simple: links of braid index 3 have unique conjugacy classes of 3-braid representatives, with one class of exceptions: an infinite sequence of invertible links, each of which has two conjugacy classes of 3-braid representatives, differing only in the orientation of the braid and of the associated spanning surface.
The work in [B-M, III] is geometric, but as noted earlier it has an algebraic analogue. Motivated by the geometry in [B-M, II] and [B-M, III], P. J. Xu sought and discovered a new solution in [X] to the conjugacy problem in the braid group B$. Her solution was based directly upon the special properties of the pairs [F, H] associated to minimum complexity. In the special case of B$ these pairs are particularly simple. We have given them the name "Bennequin surfaces". Her solution to the conjugacy problem in 2? 3 uses a non-standard set of generators for B^, and is based upon shortest words in those generators. Xu's shortest words describe the sequence of half-twisted bands which define a Bannequin surface. They have to do with a type of generalized "crossing number," but if the braid index is 3 (rather than 2 or 1) her crossing numbers are not minimum crossing numbers in any projection. Her solution to the conjugacy problem actually enables her to find a spanning surface F of maximal Euler characteristic (however at this time one needs to begin with a 3-braid representative of <S? in order to do so).
In later papers in this series we will give further applications of the combinatorial data, the foliations and the complexity functions which are introduced here, using them to study some of the special problems which must be solved before our 3-braid results can be gen- 2. Basic machinery. Our work begins with an oriented link type 3? in oriented 3-space R 3 or S 3 , a closed braid representative L with braid axis A and a choice of fibration H of R 3 -A. Our link L is the boundary of a family of q < r disjointly embedded surfaces F = {Fi, ... , F^} in S 3 , which are assumed to be oriented so that the positive normal bundle to each component of F has the orientation induced by that on L = dF. Among all such surfaces F we assume that F has been chosen to be a family of pairwise disjoint surfaces of maximal Euler characteristic. For example, if <2f is the oriented r-component unlink, then F is a family of r disjoint discs. On the other hand, if £f is the Hopf link, the F will be a connected surface of genus 2. In general, F is not unique, so there is some arbitrariness in our choice, however once we have made a choice we will stick with it.
By general position, we may assume that: (i) The intersections of A with F are finite in number and transverse.
(ii) There is a solid torus neighborhood N(A) of A in S 3 -L such that each component of FnN(A) is a disc. In particular, the foliation in each component of F n N(A) is the standard radial foliation. See Figure 2 .
(iii) All but finitely many fibers H θ of H meet F transversally, and those which do not (the singular fibers) are each tangent to F at exactly one point in the interior of both F and H θ . Moreover, the tangencies are local maxima or minima or saddle points.
With these restrictions we call (F, H) a nice pair. Figure 3 gives an example of a nice pair which represents the unknot, as a closed 2-braid. Assume that (F, H) is a nice pair. Then the fibration H = {H θ θ E [0, 2π]} induces a singular foliation of F, the leaves being the components of {FnH^, θ e [0, 2π]}. They are non-singular if H# is not one of the finitely many singular fibers. Non-singular leaves can be either arcs or simple closed curves. (Note: we will prove, as Bennequin did, that we may assume there are no simple closed curves.) If they are arcs, their endpoints may be either on L = <9F or on A = dH θ or both.
Let A and A' be axes for an «-braid structure on J?, with braid representatives L and L' and associated fibrations H = {Hg θ e [0, 2π] 
(F).
Moreover, for each fixed θ e [0, 2π], it restricts to an isotopy HQJ of (F n H#,
Thus each non-singular leaf in the foliation of F is isotopic to a corresponding non-singular leaf in the foliation of F 7 , and similarly for singular leaves.
Let [F, H] denote the equivalence class of (F, H). If X is a finite set, let \X\ denote the number of elements in X. Our first entry in the complexity function is the braid index ILnH^I of L. This integer is independent of θ, because L is a closed braid relative to H. The second entry is the number of points |A n F| of intersection of A with F. The third entry |H F| is the number of tangencies between F and fibers of H, or equivalently the number of singularities in the foliation of F. The complexity C = C( [F, H] ) is defined to be the triple: C([F,H]) = (|LnH β |,|AnF|,|H.F|).
From our earlier observations, all representatives of an equivalence class [F, H] have the same complexity. Thus C is well-defined on equivalence classes. Since conjugacy classes in B n are determined by equivalence classes [F, H] it follows that complexity is well defined on conjugacy classes in B n . We assign the standard lexicographic ordering to equivalence classes [F, H] associated to a single link type 3*, relative to this complexity function. This assigns a partial order to the conjugacy classes in Bŵ hich represent S?. We begin to study the foliation of F. A singular leaf in the foliation will be one which contains a point of tangency with a fiber of H. All other leaves are non-singular. Note that it follows from property (iii) of nice pairs that:
(a) Each non-singular leaf is an arc or a circle. Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose that μ were such an arc. Let N(μ) be a neighborhood of μ on F. Since F is oriented, and the orientation on L = d¥ is consistent with the orientation on F, it follows that L must be oriented in opposite directions at the two ends of N(μ). (See Figure 4a .) The picture on H θ must then be as in Figure  4b . However L is a closed n-braid, so L meets each fiber H θ in exactly n transverse, coherently oriented intersections, so this can't happen. D
In view of Lemma 1, the leaves in the foliation of F are either simple closed curves or arcs, where the arcs can be subdivided into two types: si-arcs: arcs which have one endpoint on A and one on L-<9F. b-arcs: arcs which have both endpoints on A. We now investigate simple closed curves (scc's) in FnH. We say that F has scc's if there exists a singular fiber H^ such that a component of F Π H# is a sec. Otherwise, F has no scc's.
LEMMA 2. Assume that F satisfies (i)-(iii) and has scc's. Then there exists F\ with dΈ' = <9F, such that F* also satisfies (i)-(iii), and in addition has no scc's; moreover, C([F # , H]) < C([F, H]). If in addition S 3 -L is reducible [every 2-sphere bounds a 3-ball) then F' is isotopic to F via an isotopy which leaves L = <9F fixed pointwίse.
Proof of Lemma 2. Our proof, below, is essentially the argument given on pages 106-107 of [Be] . Our surface F' is called a "Markov surface" in those papers, and the proof we now give establishes the key property of such surfaces. We include it to make this series of papers self-contained and also because we need more detail than is given in [Be] , and a more systematic approach, in order to be able to extend our results to more general types of surfaces.
Suppose that there is a sec a(θ) in F/ Π H θ for some non-singular H θ . The fact that F, is pierced non-trivially by the braid axis A implies (by property (iii)) that all of F/ cannot be foliated by scc's, so if we follow the sequence of arcs a(θ) as θ increases or decreases we will eventually arrive at a singularity SQ By property (iii), the singularity is either a center or a saddle point. However, if it is a center, then if we reverse the sense of change in θ and follow a(θ) in the opposite direction we will necessarily arrive at a second singularity, and that one cannot also be a center because F is not a 2-sphere, so we can assume that our singularity is a saddle point. Let ΘQ denote the value of θ at the singularity, let SQ be the singular point, and let Δ be the disc which α(#o) bounds on H# o .
By property (iii) the point 5*0 is the only singular point on the fiber at 0o > so the singularity is necessarily a homoclinic point. Figure  5 illustrates such a homoclinic point-a singularity which is formed when a generic leaf has a saddle point singularity with itself. Regarding α(0o) as a curve on the fiber Hβ , there are two possible situations, shown as cases 1 and 2. However, by Lemma 1 every component of ¥ Γ\H Θ which is in Δ must be a simple closed curve, and from this it follows that in case 2 the dotted strands necessarily join up as shown inside Δ, so in fact if the second case occurs then the first does too. Thus without loss of generality we may assume that we are in the situation of Figure 5 , case 1. It may happen that the interior of the disc Δ in Figure 5 , case 1, has empty intersection with F. If so, we can surger F along a(θ) as in Figure 6 . Let D~ be the surgered surface. Now observe that the surgered surface must have one more component than did F also one of the new components, say F~(l), must be a topological 2-sphere, for if not our surgery would have increased the Euler characteristic. We can then discard F~(l) to produce a new surface F # with <9F # = <9F. A small isotopy of F # (Figure 6 again) produces a surface F' which is transverse to H in the region which we just modified. Its foliation has fewer homoclinic points than the foliation of F. Induction on the number of such points completes the proof.
It remains to consider the case when the interior of Δ intersects F. See Figure 7 . By property (iii) there are no singularities of F Π H^o in the interior of Δ. By Lemma 1 each component of F n intΔ must then be a sec. Let c be an innermost such sec. Then we can surger F along c, as in Figure 7 . A small isotopy of the surgered surface suffices to restore transversality with fibers of H. Note that we can do this isotopy so that at most two new tangencies with fibers of H are produced by the surgery, both being local maxima or minima. Let Fb e the resulting surface. We now observe that as before our surgery necessarily produces a closed component F~(l) which is homeomorphic to S 2 . Set F # = F-F~(l). The 2-sphere F~(l) must be tangent to H at at least two points, so that when we throw away F~(l) we eliminate at least two centers. Thus, even though we have introduced an extra center in the part of F~ which we retain, the total number of singularities of each type in the foliation of F # cannot be more than that in the foliation of F.
After a finite number of repetitions of the surgeries depicted in Figures 4 and 5 we will obtain a surface F' which satisfies (i)-(iii) as before; also C([F', H]) < C( [F, H] ). Even more there are no homoclinic singular points in the foliation of F', because the surgeries surgery followed by isotopy FIGURE 7 depicted in Figure 6 eliminated them. Since the existence of a sec in the foliation of F' implies the existence of a homoclinic point, we conclude that F' has no scc's.
Our final observation is that if S 3 -L is irreducible, then each time we do a surgery which splits off one of the 2-spheres we called F~(l), that 2-sphere will bound a 3-ball B. It follows that the surgery which produced F~ could have been replaced by an isotopy of F through B. The proof of Lemma 2 is complete. D REMARK 1. In future papers, on related work, we will need to use Lemma 2 in other settings, with slightly different hypotheses. We therefore take this opportunity to note that all of our standardizations in the geometry, and also our definition of the complexity function, and also the statement and proof of Lemma 2, go through without any essential changes if we make the following modifications in the hypotheses: 3. Combinatorial data and the finiteness theorem. We will show in this section that the fibration H determines (via the induced foliation on each component of F) a finite set of combinatorial data. Theorem 1 asserts that this data determines F as an embedded surface and L = <9F as a closed braid. As a corollary, we will prove that there are at most finitely many conjugacy classes in B^ which represent a given link type and have minimum complexity. We begin our work by investigating the singularities in the foliation of F. By our hypotheses on F and H the components of F Π Hfl , for each non-singular HQ, will be a union of a-arcs and barcs . If a\, ... , a m , b\, . .. , b μ are the a-arcs and b-arcs in some non-singular H θ then each arc can be characterized by the label of its endpoints. We label the endpoints which are on A as p\, ... , p m +2μ > in the (cyclic) order in which they occur on A. We investigate the foliation of F near its singular points. For later use, we label the singularities 5i, ... 9 5&, in the order in which they occur in the fibration.
Since we have two types of arcs, a-arcs and b-arcs, there are at most three types of singularities:
type aa: an a-arc surgered with an a-arc, type ab: an a-arc surgered with a b-arc, type bb: a b-arc surgered with a b-arc. By hypothesis the singular points of the foliation occur at the interiors of the arcs which are involved. The left column in Figure 8 shows a sequence of leaves in F before and after a type aa singularity, where since F is an oriented surface we can assume we are looking at its positive side F + . The top left picture in Figure 9 shows the induced foliation on F + . The arrows indicate the direction of increasing t. We have extended the singular leaves to their endpoints, two of which are on A and two of which are on L = <9F.
The middle column in Figure 8 shows a sequence of leaves in F + just before and after a type ab singularity. The corresponding picture in the top row in Figure 9 shows the induced foliation on F + . In this case, when we extend the singular leaves to their endpoints, we see that three of the endpoints are on A and one is on L. Finally, the right column in Figure 8 shows a sequence of leaves of F + before and after a type bb singularity, and the corresponding picture in Figure 9 shows the induced foliation on F+. In this case all four endpoints of the singular leaves are on A.
Note that the complement of the set of all singular leaves is a collection of regions which are foliated without singularities. Since there are exactly two types of arcs, there are also two types of regions: those which are foliated entirely by a-arcs, and those which are foliated entirely by b-arcs. These are depicted in the bottom row in Figure 9 .
Let H(#i), ... , H(0fc) be the cyclically ordered array of singular fibers of H, i.e. of fibers which are tangent to F, each H(0 Z ) containing its set of singular leaves in the foliation of F. Call this the cycle of fibers. In order to highlight our next result, we note that it is well known that every closed braid is determined by a set of combinatorial data, e.g. by its description as a word in generators of the braid group. We can say more. Proof. We associate to our foliated surface F a finite set of combinatorial data which is determined by the cycle of fibers and which will be shown to determine the embedding of F in S 3 . First, recall that p\, ... , p m +2μ are the points where the axis A pierces the oriented surface F, labeled to correspond to their natural cyclic order on A. Associated to each p x a sign, which is taken to be + oraccording as the oriented axis A pierces F from the positive to the negative side, or the negative to the positive side at x. To clarify the concept of sign, we return momentarily to Figure 2 , and study the detail, which shows how things look on F near a point where. A pierces F. We have shown 8 leaves in the foliation, labeling them as they might occur in a cycle of 8 fibers around A, the number "i" indicating time " t\." There are two cases, depending upon whether A pierces F from the positive or negative side. Let P denote the cycle array P = {ζ x , ξ 2 , ... , ξ m + 2μ ) where & = ± is the sign of p t .
If s z is a singular point of the foliation, define the sign of s z to be + or -according as the outward drawn normal to F at s z points in the direction of increasing or decreasing θ. Next, note that there are exactly four singular leaves of the foliation of F which meet at each singular point s z (Figure 9 ). Assuming that we are looking at H(0 Z ) in the direction of increasing polar angle θ, the leaves have a natural cyclic order. If we follow the four leaves out to their four endpoints we see that two, three or four of them have their endpoints at one of the pierce-points, according as s z has type α, ab or bb, and then associate to s z the unordered 2-tuple (/?;, Pj), ordered 3-tuple (Pi, pj, p k ), or cyclically ordered 4-tuρle (p, , Pj 9 p k ,Pw) of A-endpoints of its singular leaves, according as s z has type aa, ab or bb. (Our convention, for type ab, is that the first pierce-point is the one which follows <9F in the clockwise order.) Call this 2, 3 or 4-tuple +T Z or -T z , where the sign denotes the sign of the singularity. Let T denote the cyclic array T = (±Ύ X , ±T 2 , ... , ±Ί q ), where each T z is a tuple (p, , pj), (p, , Pj, p k ), or (p, , pj, p h , p w ) of points from the cyclically ordered set p\, ... , p m +2μ The combinatorial symbol associated to the tiling of F is the pair (P, T).
To reconstruct F as an embedded surface from the data in (P, T) we begin with A as the z-axis in 3-space and H as the standard fibration of R 3 -A by half-planes with polar angle θ e [0, 2π] . Choose m + 2μ points on A, and declare them to be p\,..., p m +2 μ . Up to a homeomorphism of S 3 which fixes each fiber setwise, it will not matter exactly where the points are located on A, as long as their cyclic order is correct. We now attach to each p x a small disc δ x which is the component of F n N(A) which contains p x . This disc has the standard radial foliation. The sign of p x is positive or negative according as the orientation on A agrees or disagrees with that on the normal bundle to F at fo. This is determined by the data on P, which therefore tells us whether A pierces δ x from the negative or positive side.
We next select, arbitrarily, q distinct fibers, ordered by increasing polar coordinate 0 in [0, 2π] , and a point on each, and declare these points to be the singular points s\, ... ,s q of the foliation of F. Call these fibers H(θχ), ... , H(θ q ). It will not matter which fibers we choose, as long as we keep their order unchanged, because there is always a reparametrization of the intervals [0, 2π] which will take any one choice of singular fibers to any other. It also will not matter where we place the points on the fibers, because again there is a homeomorphism of S 3 which fixes each fiber and takes any one point on a single fiber to any other point on the same fiber.
Each singular point s z is a saddle-point tangency of F with the fiber H(0 Z ), so that F n H(0 Z ) will be a union of four arcs which go out from s z like the spokes on a wheel. See Figure 10 . If the singularity s z is type ab (or bb), we select 3 (or all 4) of the arcs which meet at s z , order them clockwise on H(0 Z ), viewed in the direction of increasing 0, and extend them to long arcs in H(0 Z ) which end at the 3 or 4 pierce-points in the tuple T z . If s z is type aa, the order won't matter, however now we select a pair of opposite arcs and extend them in H(0 Z ) to the two pierce points in the tuple T z . Note that in general there will be several singular arcs meeting at each pierce-point p x . They will coincide with leaves in the radial foliation of the component of F n N(A) at p x . Their order around p x is determined by the order of the singular points S\, ... , s^ in the fibration. In the case of type aa (or ab) tiles, there will be 2 (or 1) singular leaves which are unaccounted for. They can be made arbitrarily long. Their endpoints will be the points where L pierces the singular fiber H(0 Z ).
We have now embedded a spine S of F in S 3 . Let U be a neighborhood of S in F. The next step is to embed U in S 3 . That's easy, because all of the singular points are in S, so that U-S is transverse to every fiber. Moreover, knowing the sign of the singularity, we know which way to orient U relative to the direction of increasing 0.
Recall now that each region in the complement of S in F is one of the two types shown in Figure 9 . The first type of region is foliated FIGURE 10 entirely by a-arcs, and the second is foliated entirely by b-arcs. Since each of these regions has non-trivial intersection with the disc components of F n N(A), we can start to attach them at the points where they meet F n N(A). The foliation in each region will be a family of level sets for the embedding, so there is a unique way to attach them. When we are finished attaching them we will have embedded F and so also L in Proof. The complexity of [F, H] is the triple (n, m+2μ, q) , where n is the number of braid strands in L = <9F, m + 2μ is the number of pierce-points and q is the number of singularities in the foliation of F. There are 2 m+2μ members of P. Since T has q members, and each is a 2, 3 or 4-tuple of points from a set of cardinality m + 2μ, it is then immediate that there are at most finitely many distinct sets of combinatorial data of complexity (n, m + 2μ, q) . By Theorem 1, each pair (P, T) determines F as a surface which is embedded in 3-space relative to H. Thus there are at most finitely many conjugacy classes of minimal complexity. D REMARK 2. In [B-M, VI] we will show that the combinatorial data associated to the aa and ab singularities (but not the bb singularities) suffices to determine L as an embedded curve (but not F as an embedded surface). Thus, in principle, one should be able to recover an explicit word in the standard elementary braids which generate the n-string braid group from this combinatorial data. It seems to be an interesting problem to develop an algorithm to do so.
REMARK 3. The combinatorial data relates to features in the foliation of F. In Remark 1 above we noted that the work we had done up to and including Lemma 2 applies equally well if we replace F by a splitting 2-sphere X or by a collection Ω of essential discs which are properly embedded in S 3 -F, or by the disjoint union of F with either X and or Ω. The same is true for the theorem.
We can say a little more. The leaves of the foliation of F are in FnHfl , so they can be regarded as subsets of either F or H θ . Thus it is obvious that there is an equivalent set of combinatorial data which can be viewed in a judicious choice of a finite set of fibers in the collection {H# θ € [0, 2π]}. The appropriate data will be described when we need it, in other papers in this series.
